For Radio Listeners

By Rob Kellogg

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- There was a story in the newspaper about an actor who was supposed to play in the Bob Hope show. He had decided to reject it because he didn't feel the character was right for him. But then he thought about it again and decided to do it after all. He changed his mind because he realized it was the right thing to do. In the end, he went through with it and it turned out to be a great decision. This shows how important it is to listen to your instincts and make the right choices, even if it means changing your mind.

SUNDAY'S RADIO PROGRAM

Last-minute changes in radio programs sometimes reach The Star too late for exemption.

A.M. WHAL, 6:30; WRC, 6:35; WOL, 7:00; WJZ, 7:30; WDRC, 8:00; WTOP, 9:00.

B. Charles Dumas Soldier of the Sea

C. Immigration Bureau

D. Dr. John Erhman's Personality and Hygiene Series

E. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

F. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

G. The Great American Orchestras - The New York Philharmonic

H. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

I. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

J. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

K. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

L. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

M. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

N. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

O. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

P. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

Q. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

R. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

S. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

T. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

U. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

V. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

W. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

X. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

Y. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

Z. Dr. Robert Kessler's Personality and Hygiene Series

FOOTBALL!

Washington Redskins vs. Green Bay Packers

They Do As Well With Questions As Answer Girls

WASHINGTON -- The Redskins will be looking to continue their winning streak against the Packers. Last week they defeated the Yankees, 14-7, and will be hoping for a similar result against the Packers.

WOL Evening Star Features

Monday Roundup


Washington High School Sports Report

Educational War Bond Program

Public Service Announcement

Navy Fighting Heroes

On WMAL Tuesday

Mark of a Worthy Musician

By John Kellogg

NEW YORK -- When Harry was a boy, his mother would make him an allowance of $1.00 a week. Harry would save this money and buy music records. He would spend all his money on music records and never have any left over. His mother would tell him, "Harry, you can't live on music records. You need to save for something else." But Harry would say, "Mom, music makes me happy. I want to spend all my money on music records." And that's what he did. Harry never married and never had children. He spent his life buying music records and listening to music. Harry was a very happy man. That's why he was a Worthy Musician.

WASHINGTON -- The Redskins will be looking to continue their winning streak against the Packers. Last week they defeated the Yankees, 14-7, and will be hoping for a similar result against the Packers.

Radio Repair

The repair of radio equipment is just one of the many jobs that TELEX can do. TELEX is a full-service radio repair company that can fix anything from old-time radios to modern-day digital media devices. Call TELEX today and get your radio equipment back in working order.